Lightweight Algorithms and Diffusion Layers y
• Most block ciphers: A round consists of confusion and p diffusion layers.
• The confusion layer: often uses small S-boxes.
• The diffusion layer: plays an efficacious role in providing • The diffusion layer: plays an efficacious role in providing resistance against DC and LC.
• Diffusion layers must 
Some Instances of Recursive Diffusion Layers y
• Feistel with a linear F
• Salsa20 (non linear )
• PHOTON matrix PHOTON matrix
The Proposed Regular s n-bit Words Diffusion Layer y
• In the main pseudo code: 
Conditions on L: Maximal Branch Number
• Outputs based on inputs
• The linear functions must be invertible for maximal branch number:
Some Linear Functions
• Large number of linear functions satisfying the conditions, some are: some are:
• Without any circular shift:
Replacement of Some Diffusion Layers
• MDS_H of Hierocrypt • PHOTON (2 4 ) , the matrix is: 
Non-regular Recursive Diffusion Layers
• In the non-regular diffusion layers: F i 's are different.
-Use only one linear function. y
• The space for a complete search is for an s input/output diffusion layer. 
• For s > 4, a complete search is too costly.
Regular Recursive Diffusion Layers with Two Linear Functions
• If L 1 and L 2 do not have any relation, the analysis is hard.
or
Conclusion
• We introduced some efficient and perfect recursive diffusion layers.
• Found all regular s input/output recursive diffusion layers with s < 8 and one linear function.
• Found all non-regular s input/output recursive diffusion layers with • s < 5 and one linear function.
• Found some efficient regular s input/output recursive diffusion layers with s < 9 and two linear function.
• A good candidate for designing new block ciphers or hash functions.
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